
If you’re a systems-minded kind of farmer, then you know the 
value of pairing equipment, processes and procedures in a 
way that maximizes your performance. 

Surely, your breeding follows established protocol. No 
doubt, your nutritionist works with you to find the rations for 
your cows, so you get the volume and components you’re 
targeting. And even though Mother Nature sometimes throws 
a wrench in your plans, you systematically get your crops into 
and out of the field every year. 

When you take that mindset into the barn, your process of 
feeding, milking and managing your stalls, likewise follows a 
pattern. It’s a system. So, you’re systems-minded, aren’t you?

That way of thinking is important as you consider robotic 
milking in a mono-box style barn. Cow flow becomes a factor, 
as does the amount of cow-human interaction in the pen, and 
overall comfort in the barn. 

System components that minimize the amount of activity in 
the pens have shown to lessen the stress on the cows, thus 
allowing them to adopt a new rhythm to their cycles, and 
ultimately optimizing their production.
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Make DCC Waterbeds a part of YOUR DAIRY SYSTEM

All of the major brands can offer milking robots, as well as an 
array of other automated systems ranging from feeding (and 
feed pushing) to manure management. In a way, these robotic 
devices become part of the herd. 

Stall management, and your bedding choice, is every bit as 
important in establishing a high-producing robot barn. And just 
as your decision to milk robotically was a change from your 
traditional ways, the decision on how to bed your cows may 
also be challenged.

Keeping with the goal to minimize stress on the cows, and limit 
the amount of equipment in the pens, make DCC Waterbeds 
your bedding-of-choice. DCC Waterbeds give you and your 
cows, Comfort, built to last. Our Isolated-Chamber design gives 
your cow the cushioning and stability that she needs to stay 
comfortable each and every day. And since you won’t have 
equipment racing through the pens to rake and fill stalls, your 
cows can stay calm and rested, and just make quality milk. It’s 
that simple.

So make DCC Waterbeds part of your systems-minded 
approach to robotic milking. You’ll be glad you did.
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DCC Waterbeds seamlessly integrate into robotic systems

“We thought briefly about sand, 
and it was very brief. When I ran 
the numbers it wasn’t going to 
work for us. We would have had 
to haul it in, and the daily maintenance, the wear on 
equipment, and the wear on the robots wouldn’t have 
made it economical. In terms of comfort, we’ve been 
audited for animal welfare and we scored as good or 
better than any sand herd. We have zero hock lesions.”

 - Dan Diederich, Wisconsin
300 DCC Waterbeds 

4 robotic milking units
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“[We] really wanted to use sand bedding ...[But] We would have the additional 
cost of a manure pump and separator and we have our pits pumped, and guys 
just don’t want to pump them with the sand in there. We are very happy with 
how DCC Waterbeds work and how comfortable our cows are.Since the move 
we have had a substantial increase in milk production and the cows are staying 
around longer because of lower SCC and fewer leg problems.”

- Roerview Dairy, Minnesota
170 DCC Waterbeds | 2 robotic milking units  

DCC Waterbeds help you minimize stress on the cows and limit the amount of equipment in the 
pens. Our Isolated-Chamber design gives your cow the cushioning and stability that she needs to 
stay comfortable while eliminating the need to rake and fill stalls. Keep cows calm, rested, and on 
their own schedule in your robotic dairy system. 

MINIMIZING STRESS
“In this situation we are stepping back and giving the cows their own chance to 
make decisions. And we are making an environment that is facilitating the cows 
to make their own decisions – a good environment, good layout that is not 
affecting their flow of movement.”

- Santiago Utsumi, Kellogg Research Farm, Michigan State University
220 DCC Waterbeds | 2 robotic milking units

“I can let the cows lay on their own 
schedule and don’t have to get them 
up to bed if they’re dry. I knew I had 
to put feed in this morning, so I just 
scratched the beds that were empty. 
Then when I push the feed up, some of 
the cattle will get up, and I go scratch 
those beds. If a cow is lying there and 
she looks clean and comfortable, I just 
let her lie there.”

- Steve Derksen, Abbotsford, BC
75 DCC Waterbeds 

1 robotic milking unit

MAXIMIZING FLEXIBILITY

SIMPLE MANURE MANAGEMENT

COMFORTABLE
“Thanks to DCC Waterbeds, 
I’ve almost forgotten what 
swollen hocks even look like. 
My cows just don’t have them 
anymore.”
- Dale Hemminger, New York

1,500 DCC Waterbeds
21 robotic milking units

COMFORTABLE COWS, BETTER MILK

EVERY PIECE HAS A PLACE

DAIRY YOUR WAY


